FASHION ON THE FIELD
Kimono

Otherwise known as a polyester
bathrobe your grandmother
gifted you that one time. In
terms of comfort factor, you just
can't go past pyjamas. So why
not wear this bad boy out in
public? Should the festival ever
get too much and you just need
a cheeky lie down by the fence,
this itchy, sweaty robe will make
you feel right at home.

Flower Garland

Because we are all beautiful, blooming
individuals after all. Young, wild and
free from the capitalist restraints of big
business corporations where you
ironically purchased that fluoro
monstrosity.
Child labour exploitation is like, so not
cool.

Native American
Headdress

Love heart sunglasses

At big festivals, we're all
about nonverbal
communication. Love heart
sunglasses ensure that
even when the music's
thumping and somehow
words have momentarily
failed you, you're still able to
adequately express just
how god damn loved up you
are. #PLUR

You’ve got the who and what,
you’ve figured out the when and
where, now you just need the
how.
Be free as a bird with this 100%
dyed feather veil to tickle your
fellow punters’ fancies.

Bindi

When drinks are drunk and the
whole world’s spinning just that
little bit faster, a bindi offers
your friends a focal point to rest
on while you DnM in the hazy
space where time seems to
stand still (otherwise known as
the toilet line).

Cut around objects and fold perforated tabs around the paper doll to create your ideal festival wear.

Bikini

Let's be honest - clothes are
overrated anyway. A bikini tells
the world that not only are you
body confident but you're also
prepared for all kinds of
weather, from sweltering
temperatures to afternoon
downpours.

Aztec Boots

So you can step heavy
on your native stomping
grounds.

Tassel Bag

We know that dance
space is prime real
estate in mosh pits
and a tassel bag is
the perfect way to
ensure you get plenty
of it. After a couple of
run-ins with your
whiplash-inflicting
ninja weapon of a
bag, ain't nobody
going to be stepping
in your space. .

Knee-High Socks

These are a tactical move.
When the time comes for
you clamber up on that big
hunk'o meaty shoulders
next to you, it's only polite to
offer him a non-slip surface
to hold on to while you
gyrate the back of his neck.

